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============

The success of future rocket propulsion systems will depend on their ability to utilize eco-friendly fuels that exhibit high exothemicity, shortened ignition delay time, high energy density and operational safety at low cost (i.e. easy to store and handle)^[@CR1],\ [@CR2]^. In this light, there has been a considerable interest in high-performance gellant based fuels as alternatives to conventional neat propellants^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^. This is due to their enhanced rheophysical properties that syndicate the advantages of both solid and liquid fuel propellants. For instance, a solid-like behavior at low or negligible shear reduces the chance of a hazard due to accidental spill or leakage (particularly in case of toxic and hypergolic propellants), thus, facilitating a safe handling and storage^[@CR11]^. High viscosity during storage also enables a stable and homogenous suspension of energetic nanoscale additives in the fuel matrix which increases the fuel energy density and specific impulse of the engine. On the other hand, liquid-like behavior at high shear offers the flexibility of thrust modulation and re-ignitability in engines. Furthermore, the shear thinning property ensures that the gelled fuels can be pumped easily into the combustion chamber like liquid propellants and aid an effective atomization when forced through injectors^[@CR12]--[@CR17]^.

In spite of these potential advantages, gel fuels exhibit complex combustion and rheological characteristics compared to solid/liquid propellants. For instance, disruptive burning of gel fuels is highlighted by jetting of unreacted fuel vapors^[@CR18]^ that occurs asymmetrically and randomly during its lifetime. A typical jetting event involves four key stages that occur sequentially and at spatially distinct locations^[@CR19]^. First, gellant crust/shell formation due to phase seperation of gelling agent from the base fuel/gellant solvent (near the droplet surface). Second, boiling of trapped fuel (inside the droplet). Third, bursting of the gellant shell due to internal pressure build-up and jetting of unreacted fuel vapors (across the droplet-gas interface) and fourth, jet travel to the flame envelope: which causes distortion in the symmetric tear-drop shaped flame geometry.

It is noteworthy to consider that the terms *jetting* and *microexplosion* have been used interchangeably in the existing literature for highlighting disruptive burning of gelled fuel droplets. However, they represent a completely different class of disruption events. As first reported by Law^[@CR20]--[@CR22]^, microexplosion corresponds to a sudden catastrophic break-up of the droplet that occurs due to rapid internal gasification of high volatility component. Specifically, the low boiling point species is diffusionally entrapped in the droplet core and gets superheated to its homogenous boiling limit, thereby, resulting in an immense pressure build-up and catastrophic breakup of the droplet. This occurs only once and marks an end to the droplet lifetime. Unlike microexplosion, jetting events occur throughout the droplet lifetime as bubbles form, grow and collapse continuously to expel out the unreacted fuel vapor. Such continuous bubble formation and existence of a large bubble population is typical of heterogeneous boiling. Since heterogeneous boiling features a low degree of stored superheat the jetting events have a noticeably low intensity as opposed to a microexplosion.

With context to heterogeneous boiling, *vapor jetting* to a certain degree is similar to the *bubble ejections* observed during burning of colloidal fuel droplets^[@CR23]--[@CR27]^ since latter also features multiple bubble formation. However, in terms of the thermo-physical processes governing their initiation, growth, termination and their post-termination effects on the combustion behavior, vapor jetting and bubble ejections are markedly different disruption modes. Firstly, in case of nanofluid fuel droplets the nanoparticles (NPs) agglomerate to form micro scale aggregates which then act as nucleation sites^[@CR23]^. In contrast, in gel fuel droplets it is the inner surface of viscoelastic gellant shell that serves as a nucleation surface. Secondly, in nanofuel droplets the internal accumulated pressure is released through rupture of the crust that is formed by the consolidation of nanoparticles at the receding droplet-gas interface. This rupture accompanies the formation of daughter droplets (DDs) that pinch-off from the parent droplet^[@CR23],\ [@CR24]^ and may further undergo puffing and microexplosion^[@CR28]--[@CR30]^. Contrarily, in gel fuel droplets the rupture of gellant shell is not accompanied by the formation of any DDs but results in jetting out of unreacted fuel vapors through ruptured portion of the shell, thereby releasing the internal pressure. Thirdly, in nanofuel droplets the shell formation process is governed by coupled but competing mechanisms of NP agglomeration and secondary atomization that alter the mass fraction of NPs within the droplet dynamically. The former aids shell development through particle aggregation while the latter tends to disrupt the shell directly through rupture and indirectly by continuous efflux of NPs^[@CR26]^. However, in gel fuel droplets the shell formation occurs through phase separation of the gellant^[@CR18],\ [@CR19],\ [@CR31]--[@CR35]^ from the base fuel/gellant solvent/gellant formulation and the whole gellant mass is retained within the droplet domain until it carbonizes and gets consumed towards the end of droplet lifetime. Finally, in nanofuels and in general in other multi-phase multicomponent droplets, the formation of DD's (secondary atomization) and their subsequent break-up (tertiary atomization)^[@CR29]^ facilitates an enhancement in burn rate by increasing the net surface area and distributing the fuel charge uniformly. Additionally, the DD's act as carriers through which the energetic nanoparticles present within the droplet domain are transported to the flame to harness their energy^[@CR25],\ [@CR27]^. However, the significance of jetting observed in case of gel fuel droplets lies in its ability to carry the unreacted fuel from the droplet to its surrounding. This enhances the fuel mass flux, thereby, facilitating faster burn rates. This is particularly crucial for rocket motor applications utilizing gel propellants since gels exhibit a higher ignition delay and low burning rates due to their inherently high heat of vaporization^[@CR36]^. By utilizing high-speed OH-PLIF in burning monomethyhyrazine (MMH) droplets (gelled with Hydroxypropyl cellulose HPC), Cho *et al*.^[@CR37]^ illustrated that such disruptive burning exhibits a tri-modal behavior. First, the jets may corrugate the flame envelope. Second, the jets may break flame envelope (i.e. localized extinction) and, third, jets form a local fireball outside the flame envelope. The occurrence of a particular disruptive mode depends on the jetting intensity (i.e. maximum jet speed) which is highest for mode 3 (\~0.8 m/s) and lowest for mode 1 (\~0.35 m/s). Previous studies have shown that the jetting velocity can be altered by varying initial droplet diameter^[@CR38]^, regulating external ambient conditions^[@CR33],\ [@CR37],\ [@CR38]^ and varying the functional properties such as the parent fuel, initial gellant concentration/type (organic or inorganic gellants)^[@CR19],\ [@CR34],\ [@CR37],\ [@CR39]^ and through addition of energetic nanophase additives (metallized gels). Literature search reveals that most studies have focused on jet visualization at the flame scale while the identification of different jetting modes, their initiation mechanisms and methods to control them at the droplet scale has received little attention.

From a viewpoint of combustion efficiency organic gellants offer several advantages compared their inorganic counterparts: First, unlike inorganic gellants that are inert the organic gellants are consumed completely during the burning process and hence they contribute to the heat of combustion with no left over residue. Secondly, inorganic gellants aid in the formation of a rigid, impervious shell which eventually leads to droplet microexplosion, thereby, displaying an uncontrolled atomization. In contrast, organic gellants form a viscoelastic shell that ruptures and re-establishes as jetting events proceed. This offers an opportunity of modulating the jetting characteristics (intensity and frequency) by tuning the shell properties simply by varying the gellant concentration. This is particularly attractive since it offers an ease of control at the initial stage of fuel formulation. We exploit this behavior to show that: (1) an eco-friendly ethanol gel droplet containing a cellulose based derivative as the gelling agent (Hydroxy methyl Propyl Cellulose: HPMC organic gellant) displays *oscillatory jetting* in a reacting environment due to acyclic bursting of its shell. (2) By varying the initial gellant loading (3 to 6 wt.%) the bursting frequency can be modulated and (3) by applying set-theory to the rupture jet holes (in the shell) different jetting states of the droplet can be identified i.e. coincidental, off-set or displaced.

A fundamental understanding of oscillatory droplet combustion is also crucial from an application viewpoint given its relevance to combustion instabilities^[@CR40]--[@CR43]^ in liquid rocket engines. Interestingly, previous studies have shown that the pure fuel (ethanol, methanol) droplet flames are also susceptible to oscillations when subjected to external acoustic excitation either through travelling^[@CR24],\ [@CR44]^ or standing pressure waves^[@CR40]--[@CR43]^. In the latter case, an increase in droplet burn rate by as large as \~15% under normal gravity conditions has been reported when the sound pressure level exceeded \~135 dB and droplet was placed near pressure node. On the contrary, there was a little observable change in gasification rate when droplet was stationed at velocity node. Further, the droplet diffusion flames were found to be most responsive at low excitation frequencies (\~5--330 Hz)^[@CR24],\ [@CR40]--[@CR44]^ while they exhibited diminished response at higher forcing frequencies (\>400 Hz). This indicates that oscillation mechanisms in combusting droplet exhibit multi-parameter dependence and hence provide an innovative means of manipulation at the droplet scale, which form a sub-grid elements of any gel spray based combustion strategy.

Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the dynamic bursting sequence of a gelled ethanol droplet undergoing an *oscillatory rupture cascade*. Such cascades occur intermittently during the intermediate stages of droplet lifecycle and each cascade constitutes a series of *rupture cycles* that occur aperiodically. Further, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, each cycle features a sequential *four stage* process of: (1) Gellant layer rupture at a weak soft spot. This is a key stage that results in the hole formation and provides an opening for the outflux of unreacted fuel vapors via jetting. (2) Continuous jetting alongside expansion of the rupture site. (3) Continuous jetting alongside shrinkage of the ruptured site; eventually leading to the recovery of ruptured layer and (4) bubble growth period, which features an internal pressure build-up and initiation of next rupture cycle. Clearly, the last stage corresponds to a dormant or *inactive period* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{a}$$\end{document}$). Thus, an oscillatory cascade forces the droplet into irregular inflation--deflation cycles coupled with the alternate jetting. As these jets hit the flame envelope repeatedly, they induce flame envelope oscillations that are synchronized but out-of-phase with bulk droplet shape oscillations (droplet shrinkage corresponds to active jetting and vice versa). Supplementary Videos [1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} illustrate how the droplet and its surrounding flame envelope behave as an in-sync driver-driven system, where alternative jetting is imposed on the flame and leads to oscillatory disruptive burning. Oscillatory flame response is described in Supplementary information.Figure 1Dynamic rupture sequence of a burning organic gellant (3 wt.% HPMC) based ethanol fuel droplet undergoing an oscillatory jetting cascade with three cycles. Cycle 1: (**a**) Swelled droplet state; *t* = 0 ms, (**b**) First gellant layer rupture leading to jet hole formation; 0.834 and 1.527 ms. Red dot indicates the initial rupture location. Red arrow marks the feeder bubble that acts as a source of unreacted fuel vapor during jetting. (**c**) Magnified view showing jet hole expansion following initial rupture; 1.945 and 4.027 ms, (**d**) magnified view of jet hole during retraction; 8.612 and 12.361 ms, (**e**) continued retraction; 15.416 ms, (**f**) complete recovery of ruptured site; 86.667 ms and (**g**) bubble growth leading to pressure build-up; 88.194 ms. (**h**) Second rupture leading to droplet deflation and marking onset of Cycle 2; 88.75, 89.305 and 89.723 ms. (**i**) Continual shrinkage and displacement of the active jetting site alongside pressure build-up through bubble growth in the bottom hemisphere; 92.916, 131.112 and 388.055 ms. (**j**) Third rupture leading to simultaneous jetting through two active sites (Cycle 3); 388.75, 389.723 and 391.527 ms. *Weak soft region* of the droplet surface is shown superimposed. (**k**) Continuous shrinkage of bottom jetting site alongside sustained jetting from top jetting hole; 393.612 and 397.778 ms. (**l**) complete recovery of bottom site but sustained jetting from top; 403.334 ms. Images (**a**) to (**f**) and (**h**) to (**l**) constitute the active jetting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During a cascade, the tendency of droplet bursting at any given time instant is governed by a direct competition between the ebullition activity that tends to scale-up internal pressure and the ability of viscoelastic shell to sustain this pressure upsurge. Before the shell ruptures it restrains pressure rise through stretching, thinning down and yielding as shown in Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, the pressure build-up pathway leading to cascades is a strong function of rheophysical properties of the crust such as the yield stress $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\sigma }_{0})$$\end{document}$, strain (*γ*: before and after yielding) and the thickness (*δ*) that vary with GLR. A physical analysis of the shell bursting dynamics is discussed in Supplementary information. Note that it is extremely difficult to predict the spatio-temporal variation of shell properties in a reacting environment where frequent ruptures are altering the shell dynamically. In this light, the rheometric measurements of gel fuel properties under isothermal conditions can provide critical insights on the oscillatory bursting behavior of droplets. For instance, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that the yield stress (obtained from simple shear flow study) increases monotonically with the GLR. Specifically, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$. For brevity, subsequent discussion is done based on representative cases i.e. 3 wt.% for low GLR and 5 wt.% for high GLR.Figure 2(**A**) Sequential process of elongation, thinning and yielding of the shell prior to rupture. (a) Bulging out of the shell from a weak sector causing stretching; *t* = 0 ms (b) *ballooning* of the bulged portion leading to severe stretching and possible yielding; thin sheet formation; 0.138 ms. (c) sheet rupture; 0.277 ms. Image sequence is for a burning ethanol gel droplet with 3 wt.% gellant loading. The scale bar equals 1 mm. Temporal variation of creep-strain as a function gellant loading rate for HPMC 3 and HPMC 6 at different shear ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since shell constitutes outermost layer of the droplet, the formation of distinct shells with variation in GLR is reflected directly in the droplets response to internal pressure rise during the precursor stages leading to first cascade. Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} show a comparison of the precursor bubble growth event and the coupled droplet response as a function of GLR. Clearly, at low concentrations (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) gel fuel droplet features a slow and continuous bubble growth ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{b}\,$$\end{document}$is the bubble diameter) which extends over large timescales *O*(1000 ms) i.e. comparable to the droplet lifetime. Besides, just prior to rupture the bubble grows to a markedly high droplet void fraction (\~0.7) which causes severe droplet swelling ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D}^{3}/{D}_{0}^{3} \sim 2)$$\end{document}$. A large volumetric dilatation at low GLR suggests that the droplet accommodates internal pressure rise dynamically through continuous expansion and stretching of the shell. This inturn leads to a gradual pressure build-up on the way to cascade onset.Figure 3Temporal variation of non-dimensional bubble $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D}_{0}\, \sim $$\end{document}$ 1.72 mm). The scale bar in droplet image equals 2 mm. Figure 4Bursting dynamics of a 5 wt.% gelled ethanol fuel droplet undergoing combustion. (**A**) High intensity rupture featuring a sequential transition from an initial smooth shell to a final inhomogeneous deformed state: (a) bubble nucleation; *t* = 0 ms, (b) rapid bubble expansion and coupled droplet swelling; 0.277, 0.416 ms, (c) state of maximum droplet dilatation; 0.833 ms, (d) Onset of rupture at weak soft spot; 0.972 ms, (e) shell collapse and formation of jetting site; 1.112 ms, (f) continual expansion of ruptured layer/ sheet due to rupture impact; 1.25, 1.527 ms, (g) sheet retraction; 1.945, 2.223 ms, (h) sheet collapse back onto the droplet surface at random locations; 2.638, 3.194, 3.472, 3.889 ms and (j) formation of a new non-uniform shell; 5 ms. The scale bar equals 1 mm. (**B**) Time history of normalized bubble $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(D/{D}_{0})$$\end{document}$. Transient spikes correspond to pressure surges resulting from rapid bubble growth. (**C**) Microscopic image of the final combustion residue showing an inhomogeneous shell structure and (**D**) Weak, thin portion of the shell is blown-off during a high intensity rupture leaving behind a hollow shell.

In contrast, at 5 wt.% (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), bubble lifecycle is characterized by transient periods of rapid expansion and contraction that occurs over very short timescales \~*O* (5 ms) (seen as transient spikes in time history of droplet size: *D*/*D* ~0~; Fig. [4B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is because as the bubbles tend to grow, a strong-rigid shell inhibits droplet expansion which inturn leads to pressure accumlation within the droplet domain, thereby, forcing the bubble to contract back. In this regard, droplets with high GLR are in an unstable state as they are continuously subjected to transient pressure surges. However, as the droplet lifetime proceeds and bubbles receive continuous heat flux from the surrounding flame envelope they finally expand profusely tearing apart the shell, as shown in Fig. [4A(a--e)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Following such high intensity rupture the shell is completely rearranged and leads to a new deformed droplet shape (Fig. [4A,j](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [4A(g--i)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that as the ruptured layer retracts it settles randomly on the droplet surface, thereby, inducing a thickness inhomogeneity in the shell structure. Such collapsing back of the layer (following rupture) onto the droplet surface to a form a new shell has also been reported previously^[@CR35]^. It is important to note here that starting from an initial GLR the shell is first formed as the high volatility component (i.e. ethanol) is preferentially vaporized and the gellant concentration at the droplet surface reaches a critical concentration (\~0.9--0.95)^[@CR28],\ [@CR35]^. This signifies that the droplet core would always be at a lower gellant concentration compared to the shell^[@CR28],\ [@CR35]^. Therefore, following a high intensity rupture, the shell gets thinner in the ruptured region as this region is exposed to fresh gel from the droplet core while it gets thicker in the surrounding regions where the retracting sheet overlaps with the previously intact layer. In this new state, the ruptured region becomes a weak soft part in an otherwise strong crust and acts as a favored site for cascades. Formation of a weak region alongside jetting hole is shown in Fig. [4C and D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. This is also evident from the SEM micrographs of the combustion residue in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (for 5 wt.% case) which shows the presence of jetting holes in soft regions while corrugated thick regions are intact.Figure 5SEM micrographs showing surface morphology of the final combustion residue for a 5 wt.% gelled ethanol fuel droplet: (**a**) Overall view showing a deformed shell structure; blue circles indicate non-uniformly distributed soft regions (preferred rupture sites) with jetting holes, (**b**) magnified view of a soft region showing location of jetting holes (yellow dot markers), (**c**) magnified image demarcating rigid and soft regions of the shell and (**d**) Overall cross-sectional view of final hollow microstructure with non-homogenous shell thickness. This also delineates the smooth inner surface with the rigid outer skin. Magnification for Fig. a--d equals 80X, 150X, 180X and 90X respectively.

Additionally, SEM image of cut-section through the final precipitate (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) illustrates the shell thickness inhomogeneity and a highly deformed droplet shape resulting from several high intensity bursting events that occurred during its lifetime. This is contrary to the findings of previous studies^[@CR28],\ [@CR35]^ where a uniform shell formation was reported during combustion of gel fuel droplets. The jet hole depth is used to estimate the shell thickness *δ* averaged over multiple points along the circumference and found to be \~30 ± 15 µm and \~75 ± 20 µm at 3 wt.% and 5 wt.% GLR respectively. Also, average *δ* determined from crossectional view of the hollow precipitate for 5 wt.% case (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} SEM image) is found to be of the same order \~*O* (110 µm). Thus a higher GLR leads to a thicker shell on an average.

Furthermore, since high intensity bursting is driven by transient pressure spikes it tends to occur randomly across the droplet surface. This creates an entirely distinct and new shell configuration with each rupture. Given the complexity of shell rupture-reformation process at 5 wt.%, the probablity of randomly distributed oscillatory jetting sites across the droplet surface is quite high. Indeed, SEM images of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} show that weak sites that act as preferred locations for onset for cascades are scattered non-uniformly. This inturn causes successive cascades to occur at random spatial locations at high GLR. In summary, at low GLR, first cascade is triggered through a single step, gradual pressure build-up process due to the presence of thin-weak-flexible shell while at high GLRs it initiates through intermittent pressure surges (i.e. the crust is debilitated in steps) due to a thick-strong-rigid shell. It is important to note that although the pressure build-up pathways leading to a cascades vary markedly with the GLR, the actual cascades proceed as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and is generic for all cases.

Effect of gellant loading on global bursting dynamics {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Temporal fluctuations in circumferential strain ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C$$\end{document}$ is the reference circumference that is specific to each cascade and calculated at a precursor stage when the droplet just begins to dilate on the way to first rupture cycle. This time varying term accounts for the change in droplet circumference due to a reduction in its size as the solvent mass gets depleted through vaporization and jetting. From a global perspective at the droplet scale, Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} for 3 wt.% case indicates that at onset of first cascade (at a given location), the shell is stretched substantially due to droplet expansion ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ the droplet can sustain in ensuing cycles (before shell ruptures) decays drastically and reduces by \~80% over a span of 6 cycles. This also indicates that due to repeated ruptures (or increasing number of cycles) this region of the droplet becomes progressively weaker. At this stage (i.e. following the end of first cascade), subsequent cascades may either occur in this weak region or at a different location on the droplet surface. Inset in Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts these potential states schematically, where cascades CAS 1, 2 and 3 are confined to same region while CAS 4 occurs separately at a distinct location. Henceforth in the text the cascades will be denoted as CAS *i* while the rupture cycles will be denoted by CAS *i* C *j*, where *i* and *j* = 1, 2, 3... represent the indices for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${f}_{avg}\cong $$\end{document}$ 14 Hz). This may be explained as follows: CAS 4 occurs at a location which has not undergone any prior cascade, therefore, while the fuel mass is being depleted through jetting via CAS 1, 2 and 3 and vaporization the gellant would accumulate in regions not affected by these cascades. The shell is then expected to become thicker in these regions, thereby requiring a larger strain to rupture. The very occurrence of distributed cascades also explains why a non-homogenous shell is formed in combusting gel fuel droplets even at low GLR.Figure 6Time evolution of global oscillatory response parameters for a 3 wt.% gelled ethanol fuel droplet undergoing burning. (**a**) Variation of circumferential strain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${A}_{p}\,$$\end{document}$is projected droplet area) is the reference circumference in the deflated droplet state prior to onset of a rupture cascade. (**b**) Average bursting frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{{\sum }_{N}({t}_{a}+{t}_{ia})/N}$$\end{document}$ of the droplet as a function of cascade count.

However, for 5 wt.%, Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ at rupture is significantly low and confined to a narrow band ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ is a global parameter, a small variation in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ means that high GLRs result in a stronger-rigid crust (compared to low GLRs) that undergoes minimal strain as a whole. Secondly, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ at first cycle does not decay across cascades, it reinforces the point that successive cascades do not occur in the same region of the droplet but are distributed rather randomly. This is in line with the discussion from previous section (with reference to Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} SEM) and also evidenced by Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} which shows a non-monotonic variation in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${f}_{avg}\,$$\end{document}$at 5 wt.% GLR.Figure 7Time evolution of global oscillatory response parameters for a 5 wt.% gelled ethanol fuel droplet undergoing burning. (**a**) Variation of circumferential strain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({C}^{\ast }=\Delta C/C)$$\end{document}$ across different oscillatory rupture cascades. (**b**) Average bursting frequency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{{\sum }_{N}({t}_{a}+{t}_{ia})/N}$$\end{document}$ of the droplet as a function of cascade count.

To this point it is clear that at low GLR the cascades self-tune temporally to burst the droplet at increasingly higher $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${f}_{avg}\,$$\end{document}$when they occur at a distinct location. However, at high GLR, cascades always occur at random locations, which causes the droplet to burst at random frequencies. The global response parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ explain the bursting dynamics of a gel droplet as a whole but fail to provide insights on the local dynamics at the rupture location. For instance, it is unclear if the weak region is confined to a particular area or spreads with each cycle. In other words, do ruptures during successive cycles happen exactly at the same location or they are offset? If rupture sites during successive cycles overlapped perfectly, the total cycle time period *T* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${C}_{max}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ would decay continuously with each cycle. However, this is not the case. For instance, Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} for 3 wt.% case clearly illustrates that in CAS 1 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{C6} > {T}_{C1}$$\end{document}$. Thus, it is interesting to understand how the weak region develops with each cycle both spatially and temporally as a function of GLR.

Bursting dynamics at local rupture location and jetting conditions {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Insights on the spatial shifting of rupture sites can be obtained from Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} which illustrates the sequential growth of weak region with time. Irrespective of the GLR, a key feature of the growth process is that the jet holes during successive cycles do not overlap perfectly but are offset by a certain degree that varies with GLR. For further analysis we assume that the ruptured area $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${n}^{th}$$\end{document}$ cycle becomes a weak area of droplet. With this assumption, a schematic diagram in Fig. [8c](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} describes the method used for defining the weak region using *set theory*. The weak region comprises of zones that are formed by individual cascades and the growth of a zone after $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${n}^{th}$$\end{document}$ cycle (in a given cascade) is characterized by three parts: (1) Common intersection of all rupture areas ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\underset{j=1}{\overset{n}{\cap }}{A}_{j}$$\end{document}$). As it is common to all cycles, it denotes the weakest spot within the zone that is most vulnerable to undergo rupture in each cycle. In essence this represents akin of an epicenter through which the cascades proceed. A comparison of Fig. [8a and b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows that at 3wt.% the weak spots form in close vicinity such that the weak zones formed by consecutive cascades overlap to a certain extent and weaken a particular area of the droplet (Quad. 2 in Fig. [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Contrarily, at 5 wt.% the weak spots are spatially segregated. This reinforces the findings from previous sections that high intensity ruptures at high GLRs (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) tend to non-uniformize the shell (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} SEM) that randomizes the occurrence of cascades (Quad. 2 and 3 in Fig. [8b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). (2) The relative complement of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${A}_{n}$$\end{document}$. This denotes the additional area that is responsible for widening or growth of the weak zone and (3) union of all rupture areas ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\underset{j=1}{\overset{n}{\cup }}{A}_{n}$$\end{document}$) that represents the total area of the weak zone formed after $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$ cycles. By combining the aforementioned geometrical parameters the local bursting dynamics of burning ethanol gel droplets can be explained based on the relative spreading factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }(t)$$\end{document}$ denotes the extent of overlap between the area ruptured at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${n}^{th}\,$$\end{document}$cycle and the weak zone formed by previous cycles and predicts the probability of occurrence of jetting at the same location. In particular, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }\,$$\end{document}$→ 1 signifies that successive ruptures overlap near-perfectly and in the limiting condition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ =  1, a jet initiates within the weak zone formed by preceding cycles, thus leading to *coincidental* jetting, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ \> 1 denotes an *offset jetting* condition. On the other extreme, as spreading factor deviates from unity i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ ≫ 1 it signifies that the active jetting site has drifted substantially and has high propensity to switch beyond the weak zone ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\underset{j=1}{\overset{n-1}{\cup }}{A}_{j}$$\end{document}$) to a nearby location. Subsequently, a limiting cycle with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${A}_{n}{\cap }^{}\,(\underset{j=1}{\overset{n-1}{\cup }}{A}_{j})=0\,\,$$\end{document}$then marks an end to a cascade as the jetting now occurs from a completely new location. This appears as *displaced jetting*. Inset in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} schematically represents these three jetting conditions i.e. coincidental, offset and displaced jetting. In present experiments, other than displaced jetting, the jet hole after last cycle (end of cascade) is frequently observed to persist for large time scales \~O (500 ms), thus, leading to continuous sustained jetting. This is because as the rupture site is weakened substantially it is unable to recover. A sustained jet hole is shown marked in Fig. [1(l)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 8Spatial shifting of rupture sites (with each cycle) during an oscillatory cascade for: (**a**) 3 wt.% gellant loading and (**b**) 5 wt.% gellant loading. (**c**) Schematic showing a set theory based geometrical description of the rupture dynamics (locally at the droplet surface). Figure 9Variation of relative spreading factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }(t)$$\end{document}$ is averaged over all the cascades occurring during the droplet lifetime. Offset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({S}^{\ast }(t)=1$$\end{document}$) and displaced jetting conditions are shown marked.

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows that irrespective of the GLR the relative spreading factor averaged over all cascades decays monotonically with increasing number of cycles and approaches unity. This suggests that the droplet area influenced by the weak zone becomes progressively weaker with each cycle (due to repeated ruptures). In other words, probability of occurrence of rupture within the weak zone (or coincidental jetting) heightens with each ensuing cycle. As such, once a cascade is initiated it undergoes a gradual transition from offset jetting during initial cycles to coincidental jetting during end cycles. However, the rate decay of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ varies with the GLR. For instance at 3 wt.% it takes about 5--6 cycles while at 5 wt.% a larger number of ruptures are required (8--9 cycles) before $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }\,$$\end{document}$→ 1. More number of cycles (or ruptures) per cascade at high GLR again points to a stronger shell formed at high GLR.

Concluding Remarks {#Sec5}
==================

Currently, significant effort is directed in understanding the combustion behavior of gel fuel droplets with an aim of enhancing burn rates and energy density of traditional hydrocarbon fuels. This is done either by regulating the ambient conditions or by varying functional properties such as initial droplet diameter, base fuel and gellant type/concentration. However, jetting of fuel vapors is a key phenomenon in combusting gel droplets that has received little attention. In addition to vaporization, jetting enables an advective transport of unreacted fuel vapors from the droplet to the flame. This increases the fuel efflux and shortens F/O mixing timescales, thereby, promoting efficient combustion. In the existing literature^[@CR37]^, jetting has been reported to occur through isolated or individual events (i.e. a single rupture-recovery) that have significantly short active time periods $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${t}_{a}$$\end{document}$ \~ *O* (5 ms). However, the novel oscillatory jetting cascades observed in this study persist for a majority of droplet lifetime \~0.1--0.75 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{0}$$\end{document}$ \~ 3 s: total droplet lifetime). During this time interval the number of cascades vary from \~1--6 while the number of cycles per cascade (*N*) range from \~2--12, with the corresponding total active jetting time period \~*O* (1 s). Thus, given the long durations of active jetting during cascades, they contribute majorly to the efflux of unreacted fuel vapor mass from the droplet domain and hence represent the most critical mode of fuel vapor transport. Previous studies^[@CR35],\ [@CR37]--[@CR39]^ also postulated that jets emanate repeatedly along the same angular direction. In this context, the relative spreading factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ introduced in the current study can be used as a quantitative parameter to precisely demarcate the jetting state of a droplet i.e. whether successive jets are off-set, coincidental or completely displaced. Specifically, the limiting case with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}^{\ast }$$\end{document}$ = 1 provides a necessary condition for recurrent jetting to occur exactly at the same location on the droplet surface.

Key findings indicate that by varying the initial gelling loading rate (GLR) the bursting frequency of the droplet (or jetting frequency) can be altered. At high GLR, a thick-strong-rigid shell is formed where successive cascades occur at randomly dispersed locations on droplet surface and lead to droplet bursting at random frequencies. However, at low GLRs, a thin-weak-flexible shell is formed that is prone to consecutive rupture cascades in same region of the droplet. This leads to droplet bursting at increasingly higher frequencies. Thus, this method of tuning jetting frequency serves a two-fold purpose. First, homogenizing the fuel charge both by altering the droplet trajectory and enhancing the vapor-phase mixing and second, tuning the burn rates through a controlled release of fuel vapors. Since several industrial processes ranging from microfluidics to pharmaceutics to lab-on-a-chip devices utilize gel droplets, our experiments may act as a versatile platform in understanding the fundamental mechanisms in gel based systems.

Materials and Methods {#Sec6}
=====================

Fuel formulation {#Sec7}
----------------

In present experiments, a non-metallized ethanol gel containing organic gellant is used as the test fuel. Gelled ethanol consists of three parts: (1) Research grade ethanol (99.8% Pure; CAS No. 64-17-5) which is the base fuel, (2) macromolecular Hydroxypropyl Methyl Cellulose (HPMC; CAS No. 9004-65-3) which is the actual organic gellant (OG) and (3) double distilled water that acts as a base solvent for the OG. All chemicals were procured from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} details the composition of different fuel formulations with gellant loading rate (GLR) varying in a narrow range from 3 wt.% to 6 wt.%. A key consideration while formulating gel propellants is to maximize on the fuel content alongside maintaining a stable gel phase structure. In this regard, for the present three-component system, 3 wt.% OG represents a lower critical concentration while 6 wt.% is the upper critical concentration. A stable ethanol gel was prepared through a three-step process: First, the OG was added to ethanol and mixed thoroughly by hand-stirring for \~2 min. at room temperature. Second, de-ionized water was added to achieve the gel state which was then stirred mechanically using a a three-blade lab impeller at 500 rpm for \~2 min. Finally, the gel was left undisturbed for \~48 hours at room temperature. This rest period is crucial as it facilitates the completion of gel network formation and also enables an examination of the time-dependent stability of gel fuel (i.e. noticeable phase seperation).

Experimental Methodology {#Sec8}
------------------------

A volume calibrated *µ*-syringe with a 30-gauge ID needle is used to dispense a ∼2.8 µl gel fuel droplet at the end of 80 µm fused quartz fiber. Due to small fiber diameter (less than 100 µm) and low thermal conductivity (1.4 W/m-K at 293 K) of fused quartz any physical or thermal interference due to the suspension fiber can be neglected^[@CR45]^. Droplet ignition is achieved through a 150 µm Nichrome wire. The heat input required to achieve droplet ignition (i.e. the ignitor operation time) is regulated by a DC electric power source. The combustion behavior of ethanol-gel droplets in pendant mode is investigated at ambient temperature and pressure conditions and under normal gravity.

Image Acquisition and Post-processing {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------

An ultra-high speed Photron FASTCAM SA-X2 camera attached with a 6.5 X Navitar Zoom lens is used to record the bursting dynamics of an Ethanol/Water/HPMC droplet at 20,000 fps (Exposure time: 60 µs) and at a spatial resolution of 3.8 µm/pixel. Since it is difficult to form spherical droplets with gel fuels, the initial droplet diameter ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D}_{0}$$\end{document}$) was calculated as the diameter of a projected area equivalent sphere. In present experiments, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D}_{0}$$\end{document}$ \~ 1.65 ± 0.08 mm with a projection sphericity varying from 0.97 ± 0.02 at 3 wt.% to 0.85 ± 0.06 at 6 wt.%. Projected area was obtained from back-illuminated high speed images using an in-house developed MATLAB code. The error in the accuracy of measurement for mean droplet diameter is within ± 3%. In this work the presented data is averaged over 10 experimental runs.
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